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ABSTRACT 
Big data mining provides valuable and important information, not only in academic but also in industrial, business, 
science and government applications. To manage such data, data mining provides parallel data mining approach. 
The proposed method is the new approach for the neighbor node selection. Neighbor node selection scheme plays 
an important role in construction of overlays network. Our aim is to remove the nodes in overlay network which are 
reducing the performance in terms of service availability of the network. In order to improve the performance we 
remove such nodes which reduces the efficiency of the system. Therefore we modify the node selection approach 
along with the node removal method. We also recover the cluster with new super nodes to keep the robustness of the 
overlay network. 
Keywords: Big Data Mining, Overlay Network, Physical Network Disturbance, Neighbor Selection, Task Allocation, 
Node Removal, and Reconstruction of node. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The big amount of data in current is available in industry, business, science, education, and many other fields, due to 
very fast advancement in digitalizing and computing systems. Big data mining is the ability of extracting such large 
amount of data. In addition, big data requires result efficient data as response to demands of real time services. That’s 
why data mining provides the scheme parallel data mining. Parallel data mining many operations are performed 
simultaneously instead of serial processing and which are useful to improve processing of data and input/output speeds 
by using parallel data mining [2]. 
To improve the scalability, as an option there is a technique an overlay based parallel data mining. By using overlay 
network [9] all nodes can execute processing and management tools, which are able to balance the management load 
and can achieve availability of services against breakdown of server. In overlay network there may be possibility of 
network disturbance or physical network disturbance because of hardware trouble or any attack (e.g. Dos Attack). In 
other words we can say that there may be possibility of removal of nodes from network because of physical network 
disturbance. Such disturbances are able to decrease the availability of service of data mining. The overlay-based parallel 
data mining architecture is able to solve this problem of service availability against server breakdown.  
A neighbor selection scheme is useful to construct an overlay network with good connectivity against physical network 
disturbance. The neighbor selection method maintains the connectivity of nodes that’s why there is increase in 
availability of nodes against the physical network disturbance. So there is possibility of failure of processing result due 
to more nodes. The task allocation scheme overcomes the above problem and it mines the data even in physical network 
disturbance. 
In the node removal strategy the faulty super node is removed in physical disturbance from the cluster in which other 
leaf nodes are connected to that super node. To maintain the better availability of network the proposed method 
network reconstruction approach is able to reconstruct the network by replacing the faulty super node with another 
super node, and this new super node is the higher degree leaf node from that cluster. 

2.RELATED WORK 

1 Physical Network Aware Neighbor Selection Scheme 
As we know the neighbor selection method [1] affects to connectivity of overlay network. This method maintains the 
availability against physical network disturbance. In this method servers are connecting with same router or located at 
same place in the physical network where neighboring nodes belongs from same group. To construct the neighbor node 
selection this method uses two methods (i) node joining procedure, this method is independently executed by a newly 
joined node (NJN) to deal out the management load to all nodes and (ii) network maintenance procedure, super nodes 
are execute this method to keep the optimal network. 
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The advantage of neighbor selection node is that neighbor selection scheme achieves the higher availability against the 
physical network disturbance. They keep good connectivity of network. Its shortcoming is the neighbor selection 
scheme increases number of nodes available against physical network disturbance because of good connectivity. But the 
overlay based data mining architecture becomes unsuccessful to produce processing result when all mappers have same 
data block are removed. 

2 Physical Network Aware Task Allocation Scheme 
The task allocation scheme [1] still mines data even if there is physical network disturbance occurs. In the neighbor 
selection scheme nodes are removed from the same area by physical network disturbance in the overlay network.  From 
this we can get to know that choosing nodes from the longest groups as mappers make sure the existence of at least one 
unnecessary data. That’s why the task allocation scheme distributes each unnecessary data block to definite nodes in 
diagonally cornered groups. This method has a reception node that receives request from a client which starts a task 
allocation procedure. This procedure includes nodes G, B, D, Ti describes Group list, number of partitioned data 
blocks, Number of replicas of each data, and Partitioned data block I respectively. In this procedure firstly reception 
node (RN) receives group of inter list from super node of its affiliated group and then construct a group list. Reception 
node (RN) partitions a task into data blocks B and then number of replicas get configured of each data block D, by 
network managers. And RN executes RP (G, D, Ti) function on each data block.  
The advantage of ask allocation scheme is there is 100% success probability of data mining with minimum replications. 
And it has disadvantage that the task allocation scheme is the heavy computation. And it has complex architecture. 

3 Bimodal Degree Distribution 
Since distributed networks [3] are able to allow nodes to join or leave easily, still there remains issue of lack of 
resilience of both faults and attacks. The unstructured P2P network with power law degree distribution is harmful to 
attacks such as DOS. To resolve and address this issue there is a method of construction of bimodal degree distribution. 
It is possibility of network collapse because of network failure which are faults and attacks. It is because of connectivity 
problem. The probability distribution of degree is the degree distribution includes network of random, scale free, 
regular, and degree distribution. The higher degree nodes are becoming potentially targeted to malicious threads 
because the failure affects network in an adverse manner. That’s why the border degree distribution increases the 
harmfulness to attacks because some high degree nodes under attack which will disrupt network. That’s why nodes 
must have constant high degree for fault tolerance and resilient of attacks. The bimodal network is used to achieve high 
robustness against faults and attacks without increasing average degree in network. There are two methods in bimodal 
degree distribution [4] and from these methods performance is achieved by varying parameters of high degree nodes 
and average degree. Here bimodal distribution evaluates the performance through computer simulations using 
MATLAB.  
 
The advantage of bimodal degree distribution is that which is robust to deal with both faults and attacks. But this modal 
cannot ensure the service availability against physical network tolerance. 

4 THUP(Churn/DOS Tolerance, Hierarchical, Unstructured, Peer to Peer Network ) 
Hierarchical Unstructured P2P Network Tolerant to Churn and DOS Attack [5]. In hierarchical unstructured peer to 
peer (P2P) network [11] is for file sharing, Gnutella and Kezaa which are tolerance to departures and communication 
efficiency are high because there are ultra peer which increases network connectivity. The hierarchical unstructured 
peer to peer networks tolerant to churn and DOS attack includes three methods which are bimodal degree distribution, 
optimal topology for Dos attack tolerance, and peer joining procedure in THUP [5]. In the performance of THUP they 
performed neighbor selection in THUP to investigate impacts of number of inter group lists on tolerance of churn and 
DOS attack. Then they performed random neighbor selection based on bimodal degree distribution. 
 
The advantage of THUP is that THUP increases communication efficiency and stability. And the shortcoming is that it 
has multiple layers. 

5 A Distributed Framework For Prioritizing Iterative Computation 
Iterative computation is pervasive among web search, online social network analysis, recommendation system such data 
analysis applications. A distributed computing framework ‘Prlter’ helps to the prioritized execution of iterative 
computation. PrIter stores either intermediate data in files for scaling to larger data sets or intermediate data in memory 
for fast convergence. This method evaluates PrIter on a local cluster of machines and on Amazon EC2 Cloud. This 
method gives results of that PrIter achieves up to 50x speedup over Hadoop for a series of iterative algorithms. Also, 
PrIter gives better performance for iterative computations than other state-of-the-art distributed frameworks such as 
Spark and Piccolo [6]. 
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 The advantage of this method ensures fast convergence to perform updates, rather than performing updates on all data. 
 

6 Availability aware Data PlacemenT (ADAPT)  
This strategy dispatches data on the bases on the availability of the each node, improve data locality, optimize the 
application performance, and reduce network traffic. It implements the prototype of ADAPT within the haddop 
framework, an open source implementation of MapReduce [10] model. ADAPT evaluated in non dedicated distributed 
environment which is emulated. And from this authors Hui Jin, Xi Yang, Xian-He Sun, Ioan Raicu [7] evaluated result, 
which shows that ADAPT is able to improve performance more than 30% and also achieves high reliability 
 
The advantage of this strategy is that, this strategy improves the performance of application without extra cost. This 
strategy is not able yet to provide strong efficiency. And also there may be possibility of the capability of data mining 
may dramatically decrees. 
 

7 Node Isolation under Churn in Unstructured Peer-To-Peer (P2P) Networks: General Node Isolation Mode 
The general node isolation model analyzes two age based neighbor selection strategy. This model includes methods 
such as Hyper-Exponential Approximation, Isolation Probability, Necessity of Neighbor Replacement, and Verification 
of Isolation Model [8]. These methods are able to generate the result which may generalizes to all heavy-tailed 
distributions in which the expected remaining lifetime increases and residual lifetime becomes larger with age. 
 
The advantage of this method is that it dramatically reduces the probability of user isolation. And also make graph 
partitioning compared with uniform neighbor selection. 
 

8 Node Isolation under Churn in Unstructured Peer-To-Peer (P2P) Networks: Age-BasedRandom Walk 
Selection  
Age based random selection model introduces a neighbor selection strategy based on random walks over weighted 
directed graphs and also deals with distribution of neighbor residual lifetimes and calculates the corresponding 
isolation probability. The age weighted graphs indicates that for lifetimes with infinite deviation, the system increases 
its flexibility as its age and size grow [8].   
 
The advantage of this method is that it has lifetimes with infinite flexibility. This method is not able yet for distributed 
finite systems. 
 

9 A Novel Based P2P Overlay Network  
A novel base P2P overlay network also called as CloudCCC [12] that achieves a good balance with regard to the 
aforementioned qualities. This method is very much useful in distributed computing, under relatively stable conditions. 
CayleyCCC helps explicit grouping of peers, so facilitating effective resource browsing. The design of this method 
offers simpler searching  routing  and many other properties compared with many previously proposed overlay 
networks, such as Chord [13] and Ulysses [14].    
 
The advantage of this method is that it has many desirable features, including short query paths, compact routing 
tables, high clustering, and robustness. But this method yet does not provide multicast and other applications. 
 
3.Proposed Work 
In the proposed work of this paper the new approach is described here for neighbor node selection. Neighbor node 
selection approach plays an important role in the construction of an overlay network. Our aim is to remove nodes in an 
overlay network which are reducing the performance of network in terms of service availability. In order to achieve the 
better performance we remove such nodes which reduces the efficiency of the system. We also recover the cluster with 
the super node to maintain robustness of an overlay network.  
We propose a new scheme to reconstruct the overlay network on breakdown of server in the network. In the description 
of the proposed method we considered the scenario where super node in the network fails during the operation. Other 
leaf node (LN) keeps capability to hold the responsibility of the super node. In our work we are going to propose a 
selective node removal method, which avoids the reduced robustness of the overlay network. We also propose a method 
for selection of a super node (SN) in overlay network. There are two methods in the proposed work firstly the node 
removal strategy and then the network reconstruction strategy. 
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1. Node Removal Strategy 
Existing system proposed a node removal strategy based on neighbor node selection for the overlay network. In our 
proposed work we are going to implement broken server removal with the proposed algorithm called selective node 
removal algorithm. In this approach firstly we select the node which is broken during the operation. And then performs 
the node removal approach.  
Algorithm 1: Selective node removal 
Input: SN[] Super nodes in the network. 
Output: Failed/ Broken SN 

1. For all SN[i] in SN[] ; 
2. if(SN[i]==Failed) 
3. Remove SN[i]; 
4. Else 
5. Check for other SN[] 
6. End if 
7. End for 
8. Return Failed SN[]; 

 
In the above algorithm firstly it will check for all super nodes. If any super node will get faulty or broken then this 
selective node removal approach will remove it from the network and if there will not that node faulty node then it will 
check for another super node and so on. Figure 1 shows that the node which is connected with dotted line is the faulty 
node and is the super node (in dark color) of that cluster. Other nodes from cluster are leaf nodes and leaf nodes are 
divided in normal leaf nodes and extra leaf node (which is colored). These extra leaf nodes are not connected to super 
node but they are connected each other diagonally. All super nodes of cluster are connected each other but the super 
node which is shown (in figure 1) by dotted line is in node removing process.  

 
Figure 1: Node Removal Strategy 

 
2. Network Reconstruction Strategy: 
After network node removal strategy we are proposing network reconstruction strategy. As overlays network assure the 
higher connectivity in the network by keeping the connection active, it is necessary to reconstruct the network as the 
existing system removes all nodes which belongs to the server being removed.  
Algorithm 2: Network Reconstruction  
Input: All SN[], LN[]; 
Output: NewSN (New super node); 
1. For all SN[] in network 
2. If(SN[i]==Failed) 
3. For all LN[] 
4. GetDegree(); 
5. End for 
6. SortedNode[]=DecendingSort(Degree[]); 
7. NewSN=GetHighestDegreeNode(SortedNode[]); 
8. Else 
9. Check for next SN 
10. Return (NewSN) 
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Figure 2: Network Reconstruction Approach 

 
Using proposed network reconstruction algorithm another node with the highest degree is chosen as a super node (SN) 
in the broken cluster. This algorithm checks for faulty super node. On getting faulty super node it calculates degree of 
leaf nodes (LN). Then there is sorting of degree of leaf nodes. After sorting it takes the higher degree leaf node as new 
super node. This new super node will connect to network with earlier cluster. This proposed work is very much useful 
to maintain the network availability. As shown in figure 2 the new super node is reconstructed and connected to the 
other super nodes in the network which is the high degree normal leaf node from that broken cluster. And the side 
small part in figure 2 is the broken cluster/server. But the figure 2 shows that the recovered network in that new super 
node is directed by dashed lines in the network.  
Conclusion and Future Work 
The proposed work provides high availability of overlay network on the basis of node location in physical network. The 
proposed work uses the process of neighbor selection strategy in parallel and distributed data mining. It uses parallel 
and distributed frame work to get the better scalability with high availability of nodes in the network. The node removal 
strategy is useful to remove the faulty node which may destroy other nodes of cluster. And network reconstruction 
strategy maintains the availability of nodes in the network without keeping the effect of broken server. 
For future work we are planning to investigate further the overlay network construction simpler and more robust than 
current. And also plan to keep data secure in mining process. 
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